In the beginning was Colossus,
a BBS software program by Dan Plunkett that allowed computers
and their users to link up for
conversations, games and file trading.
Colossus is, of course, a reference to the 1969 film
Colossus: The Forbin Project,
in which a supercomputer designed by Dr. Forbin
to control defense systems for the United States,
discovers and links up with “another system” in the USSR,
called The Guardian.
In the movie version of the story,
Colossus and Guardian take over the world,
with menacing consequences.
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In the real life version,
Colossus and the Forbin Project gave birth

to Wildcat! and Mustang,
and ultimately helped ordinary people
connect with a multitude of “other systems” around the globe.
These connections
brought visionaries together, and helped create
the foundation for what we now call
the Information Superhighway.

We at Mustang are proud of our contribution
to the world of online communication, and we hope this book
will help you share the fond memories
we all have of the Mustang days.
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The Wildcat days:
Initially touted as the BBS
software with “Power, Speed and
Flexibility,” version 2 of Wildcat!
was for “When you only have
time to call the very best.”
The slogan for Wildcat! 3 and
Qmodem was “Connecting the
World.”
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“I really fell in love with the whole
idea of being online,” Jim says about
the early days — “the concept of
online communities, where I could sit
at the dining room table in Bakersfield, and communicate with other
people around the world.”
- Jim Harrer

Mustang’s Fidonet address was
1:206/2901. The original name
for the Mustang Software Wildcat!
technical support BBS was “The
Cathouse.” That name later
changed to “Mustang HQ BBS.”
The BBS ran on a dozen or more
IBM XT clones on a long table
against the back wall of the office. Each computer had a keyboard and monitor connected,
and on at least one occasion a
caller was disconnected when a
wild Ping-Pong shot directed the
ball at a keyboard.
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“We used to think it was pretty exciting just to get one order.
When two or three would come in on the same day, it was
pretty exciting. We’d clap, hurray, high-5. It was very
exciting.”
-Lynn Wright
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“I didn’t ever think it would turn out as big as it would,” says
Jim. The reason I wrote Wildcat was to challenge myself to see
if I could do it. It wasn’t for the money — we used to kid
ourselves that maybe we could sell enough a month that we
could go have a nice dinner somewhere.”
-Jim Harrer

Mustang quickly released Qmodem version 5,
a commercial version of the shareware
Qmodem SST, then released QmodemPro for
DOS, which bundled the Off-Line Xpress mail
reader program written by Greg Hewgill.

Mustang acquires Qmodem
Even today, Qmodem is recognized as one of
the all-time classic “shareware success
stories.” Originally developed by John Friel
and the Forbin Project, Qmodem was
purchased by Mustang late in 1991, with the
goal of providing a complete online
experience for BBS callers as well as Sysops
(system operators).
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The world of Windows
With Windows 3.1 rapidly being
adopted as the operating system of
choice for business and home users,
Mustang engineers immediately
began work on a Windows version
of Qmodem.
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QmodemPro for Windows version 1.0 was
an immediate success, and was followed in
1995 by QmodemPro for Windows 2.0, a
32-bit version designed specifically for
Windows 95.
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Campus-like atmosphere
By 1993 it was obvious that
Mustang was outgrowing its rented
office space in downtown
Bakersfield. The management team
began searching for a new location,
one that provided the “creature
comforts” that made the sometimes
long working hours bearable, and
provided room to grow. The goal was
to create a “campus like
atmosphere,” in Jim Harrer’s words,
a showplace that the team could feel
proud of.
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The perfect site was found in late
1993, about 12 miles east of
downtown Bakersfield, near the
mouth of the scenic Kern River
Canyon. Jim Harrer and Rick Heming
purchased the building and began
renovations that included a state of
the art Aspect phone system, high
speed LAN cabling throughout the
building, creation of office and work
areas for engineering, customer
service and technical support,
extensive landscaping and even a
lunchroom with pinball games and
free self-serve sodas.
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At various times of the year,
the hills surrounding the building
are populated by sheep, off-road
vehicles, hang gliders and turkey
vultures. A few hundred yards away
are Lake Ming, home to power boat
races in the summer time, and the
Rio Bravo Resort, a world-class
tennis complex complete with
hotel and gourmet dining.

“One thing I really loved was how well I was received and liked at
Mustang,” Dan says.
“I really appreciate that. It’s just amazing how much Jim and
everyone else took a shine to me. It’s a great family.”
-Dan Cooper
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Going public
In 1996, Mustang
became a publicly
traded corporation. The
Initial Public Offering
raised sufficient capital
to see the company
through the lean times
ahead, and allowed the
team to focus on
developing new
products to meet the
challenge of the
Internet.
In a sense, the IPO was
a also validation by the
investment community
of the vision and talent
that went into every
Mustang product.

“All through Mustang’s history
we’ve always been viewed as
a company that has vision and
leadership. I get a reward out
of knowing that I had
somehow had a chance to
facilitate that.”
-Jim Harrer
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Project Annihilator
Project Annihilator was the code
name for the all-new Windows 32
bit version of Wildcat! BBS. The
new Windows 95, and particularly
Windows NT, allowed for high
performance multi-tasking client/
server applications that no longer
were constrained by the memory
limitations of DOS.
This was the first fully graphical
BBS, with support for web-style
graphics as well as the traditional
text interface. The multitasking
ability extended to the caller’s
desktop as well — with separate
client programs for web browsing,
file transfers and messaging,
callers could for instance chat with
other users while downloading
files, or read and reply to
messages and browse the World
Wide Web at the same time.
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Building customer loyalty
One element that has always
distinguished the Mustang team is its
attention to customer service. From the
very earliest days, customers were made
to feel special and important, and
everyone on the Mustang team felt
strongly committed to earning customer
loyalty.
One story Jim Harrer likes to relate is how,
when the shareware orders for Wildcat!
BBS first began coming in, “I went and
bought a world map and as we would sell,
we would put pins in the cities. We would
sell one in Chicago, then come back two
months later and believe it or not there
would be pins within a certain mile radius
all around the original pin.”
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It was clear from the pattern of sales that customers
were “evangelizing” the product to their friends —
something that only happens when there is a high level of
customer loyalty.
From the earliest days, Mustang took a unique approach
to managing customer information. In 1992, Robert
McMenamy was hired to create a central storehouse for
all customer information: pre-sales promo contacts,
products purchased, technical support calls, account and
payment information. From any desktop in the company,
a Mustang team member could look up a complete
history for each customer.
A revolutionary idea at the time, the concept of
maintaining all information about a customer in a central
repository is now, finally, considered a basic necessity for
most companies.
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The Products

Mortplan
This shareware program calculated
mortgage amortization tables for any
combination of principal amount,
interest rate and amortization period.

Brainstorm
A networkable groupware
conferencing application, that
was way ahead of its time,
Brainstorm allowed network
admins to create online
discussion forums for near realtime “meetings.”

The Products

QmodemPro

“The industry changes too
fast for any one individual to
keep up with it. Often you
can move faster as a group.”
-Greg Hewgill

Mustang acquired Qmodem from the Forbin Project
in late 1991. The shareware version Qmodem SST
had been recognized for years as one of the best
communication applications available, easily
outclassing its commercial competitors in features,
performance and versatility.
Updated and repackaged as QmodemPro, Mustang
released it as commercial software that users could
buy from any software store. As the state of
computing hardware progressed, QmodemPro kept
pace — with DOS and Windows versions
that could send and receive faxes as
well as data.
QmodemPro provided computer
users with an “end to end solution”
— anyone needing data
communications capability could
purchase all the necessary
software from a single source, from
the end user dialing the modem to
the BBS operator receiving the
calls. It was a marketing innovation
that the Mustang team can
understandably feel proud of.
The Internet has for the most part
replaced BBSs for users looking for
an online experience. Nevertheless,
QmodemPro in its various versions
(DOS, Windows 3.1 and Windows
95/98/NT4) continue to fill a need
for a small niche of customers.
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Wildcat! BBS
versions 1 through 5
Initially released as “shareware,” Wildcat! went on to
become the best-selling BBS software program
worldwide. Wildcat! allowed computer users to
communicate with each other using PCs and
modems over regular phone lines.
The “shareware” concept
encouraged people to distribute
copies of the program to their
friends.
In contrast to commercial software,
shareware users could
“try before they buy,” then pay a reasonable registration fee to
the program’s author to continue using the
program. Registration generally brought benefits
such as printed manuals, technical support and
additional functionality.
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“The first thing I ever did at Mustang was to redesign the WIN
Server box. That was a lot of fun. From there came Web
Essentials, IMC [now Mustang Message Center], and logos.
It was a blast. I just loved it.”
-Dan Cooper

BBSs (Bulletin Board
Systems) were a key
component in the
shareware distribution
model — a public BBS
attracted callers by providing libraries of
shareware files to download.
Corporations, government and institutions
also found BBSs useful. Most high-tech
companies (hardware and software) provided
a BBS for their customers to use for technical
support, product updates and fixes.
Government and institutions used BBSs to
disseminate information to the public.
Starting with version 3, Wildcat! BBS was the
first BBS software to be distributed through
regular commercial channels. Aspiring
Sysops (System
Operators) could
purchase the
product from their
local software
store, and have
their own BBS up
and running within
hours.
Version 4 of Wildcat! added limited Internet
connectivity, and was the last version written
for MS-DOS. It also had code that allowed it
to run in OS/2.
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ListCaster
The first in Mustang’s new Web
Essentials product line,
ListCaster is a mailing list
server for Windows NT.
ListCaster allows webmasters to
easily administer outbound
email distribution based on a list
of user addresses, or set up
interactive discussion groups.
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FileCenter
Another Web Essential,
FileCenter and the
filecenter.com web site
provide a simple way to
make file libraries
accessible to users without
requiring them to navigate
confusing command-driven
FTP servers.
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Internet Message
Center
(now Mustang Message Center)
Internet Message Center was
initially a solution to a problem
Mustang was having, keeping
track of incoming email to
“sales@mustang.com,”
“support@mustang.com,” and
other “generic” email
addresses. There was no way to
know if or when a particular
customer’s email had been
received, and no way to follow up to ensure that each
incoming message received a timely reply.
In a flash of insight, Jim Harrer wondered why email
couldn’t be routed, logged and reported on in the
same quietly efficient way Mustang’s state-of-the-art
Aspect phone system handled hundreds of incoming
and outgoing calls each day.
A few brainstorming sessions later, the Mustang
engineering team had a specification for an entirely
new way to handle email with consistency, logic and
accountability. With the course ahead well-mapped
out for them, Mustang’s engineers brought the first version of Internet Message Center to
market in record time.
The result brought immediate acclaim from the
computer press, and dozens of awards.
“In all honesty I’ve made friends and gotten to know
people that I am going to know for the rest of my life.
That really has been something that I treasure most
about the whole experience, the opportunity to know
everyone, become part of their lives, families, friends.”
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Jim Harrer
Jim Harrer’s brush with destiny began with an IBM PC Junior, a 300 baud
modem and a CompuServe account. Like the computer that played the title
role in Colossus The Forbin Project , Jim quickly discovered “there is
another system.”
In those days, the original IBM PC was the benchmark for “PC
compatibility.” Ironically, IBM’s own PC Junior was one of the least
“compatible” systems. Like many who bought these early personal
computers, Jim discovered through necessity that he had a knack for
programming.
Two encounters — one online and one in the real world, set the wheels in
motion for what would ultimately become Jim’s consuming passion. Not
incidentally, the partnerships Jim developed during the early days helped
change the world of online computing.
Through CompuServe’s IBM PC Junior forum, Jim discovered computer
bulletin board systems (BBSs), and decided he wanted one of his own.
While online, he met Scott Hunter and John
Friel, and began work on the first of many BBS
software projects: converting RBBS-PC to run
on the PC Junior.
“I really fell in love with the whole idea of being
online,” Jim says about the early days — “the
concept of online communities, where I could sit
at the dining room table in Bakersfield, and
communicate with other people around the
world.”
Shortly after the RBBS project was underway,
Scott introduced Jim to Dan Plunkett. Dan was
working on a BBS program called Colossus, written in Borland’s Turbo
Pascal. After beta testing the code for most of the summer, Jim was invited
by Dan to take over development of Colossus so Dan could spend more
time on school work. Jim readily agreed.
For the next year, Jim and Scott worked on Colossus, with help from some
code supplied by Qmodem author John Friel. Then the real world
intervened, and Jim put aside the Colossus project for several months.
In 1985, Jim decided to start writing a new BBS program from scratch,
using the experience he’d gained online through collaborations with
Plunkett, Hunter and Friel. That was the beginning of Wildcat! BBS and

Mustang Software. In 1987 Jim released the first version of Wildcat! BBS as
shareware, and sold 580 copies that year. It soon became time to put the
consulting work aside and concentrate on writing and selling software.
“I didn’t ever think it would turn out as big as
it would,” says Jim. The reason I wrote
Wildcat was to challenge myself to see if I
could do it. It wasn’t for the money — we
used to kid ourselves that maybe we could
sell enough a month that we could go have a
nice dinner somewhere.”
Jim and the other early members of the
Mustang team made a conscious choice to
grow the business according to what
customers wanted. From the beginning, everyone pitched
in to help with everything from order processing and
shipping to attending trade shows and organizing
conferences to show off the product line.
“We would listen to our customers, get inspired by their
ideas, then we would be accountable back to those
customers,” says Jim. “I dragged everyone to those
things, Comdex too. The customers in turn were inspired
by our enthusiasm.” That enthusiasm has translated into
intense customer loyalty, and strong word-of-mouth sales.
Mustang’s customer-centered approach has stayed with
the company throughout its history, even during the
darkest days when, in 1997, the market for BBS software
evaporated practically overnight, thanks to the Internet.
A year later, the company was clearly turning around, with
a new product line and growing industry validation of Jim’s customer service
vision. That, and the fact that Jim has turned a few good ideas into a multimillion dollar company not once, but twice.
“My proudest memory is seeing all the people who
stayed through the terrible times in 1997, who stayed through that with just a belief in the people that
they bonded with — and then to see those people rewarded in the end.” Looking back on what
Mustang has accomplished, Jim points out “we really helped define the online BBS community and
we led the way to developing the eService business today.”

Scott Hunter
In 1985, Scott Hunter was a high school student in
Arkansas, using an IBM PC Junior to connect to
CompuServe. Like Jim Harrer and Rick Heming, Scott
was keenly interested in the BBS scene, and it wasn’t
long before Scott got hooked up with Jim Harrer, John
Friel and other key figures in the early days of online
communications.
It would be more than a year before Scott would meet some of his online
friends face to face. “I convinced my parents that a great birthday present
would be to send me and a friend to Comdex,” Scott says. Comdex, held
each autumn in Las Vegas, is the big event for the computer industry, and
Rick and Jim were there to promote Wildcat! BBS. “I don’t
remember much about that meeting,” Scott says, “other
than that I was just a kid and those two guys were old.”
A few months after that first meeting, Jim called Scott and
invited him to come work for Mustang in Bakersfield. Scott
quickly settled into a routine: during business hours he
handled technical support calls for various Mustang
products, which, besides Wildcat! BBS included Mortplan, a
mortgage calculator; Prtlabel, a label printing utility, and
Brainstorm, a groupware conferencing program that was
way ahead of its time. At night, after
the phones stopped ringing, Scott
programmed. And programmed. And
programmed.
Scott is now Vice President and
Chief Technical Officer at Mustang.
“To me, the coolest thing about Mustang is the
people,” Scott says. “There is a set of people who
have been at Mustang forever. That’s the most
impressive part of it for me.”

Lynn Wright
Throughout Mustang’s history, Lynn Wright has been the
person customers identify most as the voice and personality
of the company.
Lynn first worked with Jim Harrer at an oilfield supply
company in Bakersfield. Their experience at that company
gave them plenty of ideas on how to run a business for the
benefit of its customers.
Jim left the oilfield supply business to start Mustang in 1986,
and Lynn joined the company a few months later. “We basically did
everything together in those days,”
Lynn recalls.
“Answering phones, taking orders, customer
service, building product, shipping, accounting,
payables, everything.”
Lynn says the teamwork was really fun. “We
never questioned if something could get done or
was possible, we never had to worry about
people saying ‘that’s not my job’. Everyone
pitched in and did what they had to do. We
were really a great team.”
Lynn’s role through the years at Mustang has
remained centered on meeting the customers’
needs. As Vice President of Customer Service,
she now heads up a team that is well balanced
in terms of their skills, interests and roles within
the company.

Greg Hewgill
In 1989, Greg Hewgill was studying mathematics and
computer science at the University of Victoria in Canada,
and writing useful software programs for himself and his
friends. Greg was an early and active participant on the
local BBS “scene” in Victoria, and he was soon receiving
requests from local BBS operators to write utility programs.
Greg was already an old hand at programming by this
time. He wrote his first program at the age of 10, and by
age 14 he was making money writing software.
One local BBS Sysop, who was running a Wildcat! BBS,
persuaded Greg to write a mail “door” that allowed users
to download messages and read them off-line, using a
standard mail packet format that was already in use on
other BBS platforms.
Marketed as shareware, the mail door, called “Tomcat,”
was an instant success among Wildcat! Sysops. It wasn’t long before Greg’s
programming skills were noticed by Jim Harrer. Despite a full course load at
university and a number of other ongoing shareware projects, Greg found the
time to work for Mustang on some components for Wildcat! 3.0.
One of Greg’s most rewarding experiences came during one early visit to
Bakersfield: “We came down here from Victoria shortly before Wildcat! 3.0 was
released. I was talking to Scott Hunter while he worked on a bug. Scott had to
go somewhere, so he told me, ‘Sit down, you fix it’, then he left so I fixed the
bug.”
In 1991, Mustang bought the rights to Tomcat, SLMR (Silly Little Mail Reader,
which became Off-Line Xpress) and TNet (a program that allowed Wildcat!
BBSs to share public message forums between other BBSs), and invited Greg
to join the Mustang team as an employee in 1992.
Since joining Mustang, Greg has played a central role in product design and
development. Among Greg’s biggest
accomplishments was Wildcat! 5, which he
designed “from ground zero.” Current projects
include Mustang Message Center and custom
integrations with other business applications. In his
“spare” time, Greg remains active in the online
community contributing to the “open source”
GNU project.

Chris Rechtsteiner
Chris Rechtsteiner was a Director of Business Development for the Electronic Commerce Division of
Rockwell International when he first noticed Mustang
and its suite of “Web Essentials” products. The initial
contact came at a trade show, where Chris saw a
demo of the new Internet Message Center.
Chris says “It was like seeing the holy grail.”
He immediately felt that this was a product, and a company, he
had to learn more about. Chris’s role at Rockwell was to find
exciting new products and technology that could work well in
concert with Rockwell’s own extensive line of products and
services.
One of the things that attracted Chris was the clarity and the
honesty of the vision. “A lot of people will see something but
not be able to execute and drive it. Jim clearly saw what he
wanted to do, and goes about it methodically and strategically:
taking new ideas, bringing them to market — build your own
door and then walk through it.”
With Chris’s experience and contacts in electronic commerce,
Mustang has been able to position itself in the big leagues,
beating larger, well-financed competitors at their own game.
“We really set the pace for what people are going to look back
at as a tremendous market shift in the way people conduct
business. Business will remember what happened and what we
did. The challenge is making sure that story gets told and that
people understand it.”

“In all honesty I’ve made friends and gotten to know people that I am going
to know for the rest of my life. That really has been something that I treasure
most about the whole experience, the opportunity to know everyone,
become part of their lives, families, friends.”
-Chris Rechtsteiner

Dan Cooper
Dan’s first experience with computers was different from most of the other
people at Mustang. Trained in Marketing & Advertising graphic design,
Dan was used to working with traditional materials — paints, pens,
illustration boards and photography, producing “mechanicals” that were
then used to make printing plates.
“Computers changed all that,” says Dan. “The first time I did a complete
design project on the computer, without ever picking up a piece of
illustration board, I knew the world of graphic design had changed forever.”
Dan made the most of the experience, and was soon designing web sites
for the smallest and the largest clients — “everything from big tire
companies to local doctors’ offices.” His Internet design expertise led to a
referral to Mustang, where he was asked to critique the company’s thencurrent packaging, brochures and overall corporate design theme.
Always a straight shooter, Dan’s blunt critique led to a job offer. “I always
knew this Florida boy would someday make it to California,” he says.
On his first time in California: “I flew to LAX then took a commuter plane to
Bakersfield. On the way I saw the mountains go away, then the flatlands
started to appear. I had no idea where Bakersfield was.” Dan has since
adjusted to the California way of life, and is currently working in Mustang’s
Santa Monica office.
Dan has been part of the Mustang team since 1996. “One thing I really
loved was how well I was received and liked at Mustang,” Dan says. “I
really appreciate that. It’s just amazing how much Jim and everyone else
took a shine to me. It’s a great family.”
“It’s like a 24 hour buffet ... it’s a beautiful thing”

Don Leonard
Don Leonard joined the Mustang team in 1993. Don was not a newcomer — he
had been working with Jim and Rick in various capacities starting in 1988,
beginning with the installation of a network in Don’s accounting firm, and ending
with Mustang as a client. Don’s consulting work for Mustang led to a job offer as
Chief Financial Officer.
“It was a very big step,” says Don of his decision to move from his professional
practice as a CPA, to a fledgling software company. “We talked about an IPO,
about the growth of the company and where it was going,” Don recalls. “I looked
at the products and the industry, and saw the potential.”
What was it like taking the company public? “It was exciting, interesting, overall
a very good experience. We did the IPO in record time — we first met with the
bankers in December of 1994, started the paperwork in January 1995, and
closed the deal on April 5. It was a lot of hard work, but it was worth it.” But
that’s not the whole story — during the final two weeks leading up to the IPO
date, Don was recovering from a surprise attack of chicken pox, and still managed to accompany Jim on the “road show” where
they presented the company to Wall Street.
With the sudden public acceptance of the Internet, Don and the rest of the management team watched as the BBS industry
underwent a painful transition. “If it wasn’t for the IPO, we wouldn’t have made it,” Don says. As it was, the Internet
overwhelmed most of Mustang’s competitors. “The IPO allowed
time for us to reinvent ourselves.”
Don, like everyone else, had some tough choices to make during
that time. “I looked at the new Internet Message Center product
and thought it was an excellent idea,”
Don says, as he explains his decision to
stay on board. “Sure we had doubts, we
knew our products had always been
excellent, but there was no way to know
if the market would accept it.”
In the end, Don’s confidence paid off.
“The experience here has been the best
I could have imagined. That stems from
the people,” Don says. “We always
endeavored to hire nice people — it
makes all the hard work worth it. We’ve
got great people.”

Rick Heming
By the time Rick Heming first introduced himself to
Jim Harrer in the “computer” aisle at B. Dalton
Books, Rick was already an old-timer in the world of
online computing — a world that measures epochs
in weeks or months instead of centuries.
Imagine, if you will, this first encounter: Jim, the
clean-cut businessman, is browsing the bookstore
shelves for something that would shed some light on
the mysteries of the PC Jr. Rick, meanwhile, looking
like a biker with a zealous gleam in his eye, sidles up
to Jim, introduces himself and asks if Jim needs help finding the right computer
book. They talk for awhile, and Rick invites Jim to the next meeting of the Kern
Independent PC User Group.
Rick, by this time, was already on line with not one but two Bulletin Board
Systems (BBSs). In the early 1980s, there were exactly no BBSs in Bakersfield, or
nearby Fresno, or even Sacramento. There were perhaps one or two in Los
Angeles and San Francisco, and a few more scattered around the continent, all of
which were a long distance call away. There were, of course, “real” online
services such as CompuServe and The Source, but those charged by the minute.
Still, the thrill of discovery made the high cost almost worthwhile.
Rick’s reaction to the lack of local online communities was to start his own, using
RBBS, a BBS software program developed and distributed for free, with BASIC
source code, by the Capitol PC User Group in Washington, DC. He quickly
discovered that if you set up a BBS, people actually send the good stuff to you.
“What could be better than that?”, he muses. “All the fun of being online, but the
cost is shared by the people calling.”
“I remember waiting in bed to hear the printer go off, which means someone
connected,” said Rick
about the early days
of BBSing. He’d jump
up, run into the
computer room and
watch the screen as
people connected to
the BBS.
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1986
· Jim Harrer and Rick Heming team up to offer computer
consulting services as a way to fund the development of
Wildcat! BBS and other shareware programs.

1988
· Lynn Wright joins the Mustang team.
· Scott Hunter joins the Mustang team.

1989
· Wildcat! version 2 released. It is now possible to connect more
than one caller to the BBS at the same time.
· Mustang hires its first two full time tech support staff: Alan
Luck and Steve Crippen. Steve is still with Mustang.
· Mustang hosts its first Sysop conference
in Oklahoma City, OK.

1990
· Mustang outgrows its southwest Bakersfield office, moves to
new location in downtown Bakersfield.
· Wildcat! BBS is the first BBS software product to enter retail
distribution through Ingram Micro. Buyers can now walk into
any software store and purchase the product.
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1991
· Sold 4000 copies of Wildcat! BBS.
· Mustang Software Inc. acquires Qmodem from
the Forbin Project.
· Wildcat! version 3 released.
· Gara Zeigler joins the Mustang team.
· Mustang hosts its second Sysop conference in
Bakersfield, CA.
· Politicians coin the phrase “Information Superhighway”
to describe a national or international infrastructure that
would link computers in business and households around
the world.
· SLMR (“Silly Little Mail Reader”) and Tomcat (off line mail
downloading add-on for Wildcat! BBS) acquired by
Mustang Software, Inc.
One of Greg’s most rewarding experiences came
during one early visit to Bakersfield: “We came down
here from Victoria shortly before Wildcat! 3.0 was
released. I was talking to Scott Hunter while he worked
on a bug. Scott had to go somewhere, so he told me,
‘Sit down, you fix it’, then he left so I fixed the bug.” Greg Hewgill

1992
· Greg Hewgill joins the Mustang Software team.
· John Friel III and The Forbin Project, Inc. receive the
1992 Dvorak award for Qmodem terminal software package.

1993
· Sold 11,000 copies of Wildcat! BBS.
· Don Leonard joins Mustang Software Inc.
as Chief Financial Officer.

1994
· Sold 15,000 copies of Wildcat! BBS. Gross sales top
$5 million for the first time.
· QmodemPro for Windows released.
· Another Dvorak award: Qmodem Pro for Windows, Mustang
Software, Inc ., Outstanding PC Telecommunications Software.
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·
·
·
·
·
·

Mustang Software, Inc. listed in INC. Magazine’s Top 500
Fastest-Growing Private Firms.
Mustang hosts its third Sysop conference at its Bakersfield
headquarters.
Wildcat! BBS version 4.0 released.
Dan Horn joins the Mustang team.
Mustang outgrows its downtown office, moves to new
location in Rio Bravo area of northeast Bakersfield.
The National Science Foundation reports an 1814% growth
in web traffic. The Internet has reached critical mass.

1995
· Mustang’s web site goes on line for the first time
(http://www.mustang.com).
· Microsoft releases Windows 95, a (mostly) 32-bit operating
system for PCs. DOS quickly loses its grip as the PC
operating system of choice.
· QmodemPro for Windows 2.0 (for Windows 95) ships.
QmodemPro was the first commercial communications
package released for Windows 95.
· Work begins on Project Annihilator,
an all-new version of Wildcat! BBS
for Windows NT.
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1996
· Wildcat! 5.0 released. First native 32-bit Windows NT BBS,
complete with Internet support.
· Mustang staff host the fourth Wildcat! BBS sysop conference,
wrapping up with a gala “Evening Under the Stars” at
Mustang’s Rio Bravo campus east of Bakersfield.
· Wildcat! Interactive Net Server wins PC Computing
magazine’s MVP award for best intranet tool.
· QmodemPro for Windows version 2.0 wins Win 100
software award.
· Mustang Software, Inc. completes its Initial Public Offering,
and becomes a publicly traded company (NASDAQ: MSTG).

·
·

Daniel Cooper joins the Mustang team
as VP of Marketing.
Declining market for BBS applications forces staff cuts at
Mustang. Over the coming months, most of Mustang’s
competitors in the BBS market closed their doors or moved
on to other projects.
“I just liked the commitment, everyone
was very open and honest, had no
problems saying what they thought was
right and wrong and what they
believed.”
-Chris Rechtsteiner

1997
· Chris Rechtsteiner joins Mustang as
Executive Vice President.
· The first release of Web Essentials ListCaster, a mailing list
server for Windows NT.
· The first release of Internet Message Center
(now Mustang Message Center).
· Internet Message Center wins Call Center
Magazine – Product of the Year for 1997.
· Internet Message Center wins PC Magazine –
1997 Technical Excellence Award Finalist (11/97).
· Internet Message Center wins Computer Telephony –
Product of the Year 1997 Award (12/97).
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1998
· First release of Web Essentials FileCenter,
a web-based file library server.
· Internet Message Center wins Internet Telephony –
Editor’s Choice Award 1998.
· Wildcat! BBS and Off-Line Xpress product line sold to
longtime third-party developer Santronics Software.
· Internet Message Center wins Call Center Magazine –
Product of the Year 1997 (2/98).
· Internet Message Center wins CTI Magazine –
Product of the Year 1997 (2/98).
· Internet Message Center wins Telemarketing & Call Center
Solutions – Editor’s Choice Award (3/98).
· Internet Message Center wins Computer Telephony –
Best of Show CT Expo 98 (4/98).
· Internet Message Center wins CTI Magazine –
Product of the Year 1998 (12/98).
· Internet Message Center wins Call Center Solutions –
Product of the Year 1998 (12/98).
· Internet Message Center wins Customer Support
Management – Best of Show ICCM 98 (12/98).
· Internet Message Center wins Call Center News Service –
Best of Show ICCM 98 (12/98).
1999
· Internet Message Center wins Call Center Solutions –
Best of Show CTI Expo Fall 98 (1/99).
· Internet Message Center wins CTI Magazine –
Best of Show CTI Expo Fall 98 (1/99).
· Internet Message Center wins Internet Telephony –
Best of Show CTI Expo Fall 98 (1/99).
· Internet Message Center wins ISP Today –
Product of the Year 1998 (1/99).
· Internet Message Center wins Call Center News Service –
Editor’s Choice Award (3/99).
· Internet Message Center wins Computer Telephony –
Judge’s Pick Award for CT Expo Spring ’99 (3/99).
· Internet Message Center wins Network World –
Blue Ribbon Award (4/99).
· Mustang Message Center wins Customer Support
· Management Magazine - Gold Best in Class 1999 Users Choice Award (10/99).
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“We would listen to our customers, get
inspired by their ideas, then we would be
accountable back to those customers,” says
Jim. “I dragged everyone to those things,
Comdex too. The customers in turn were
inspired by our enthusiasm.”
-Jim Harrer

Events & People

Events & People

“To me, the coolest thing about Mustang is the
people,” Scott says. “There is a set of people who
have been at Mustang forever. That’s the most
impressive part of it for me.” -Scott Hunter
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Past

National & Local Advertising

if you don’t know Jim...

JimmieRea Valentine
...and the BillBoard concepts

...you don’t know e-Mail!

Past

From Mustang Software, Inc. to Mustang.com, Inc.

Over the years, Mustang’s focus has changed from providing
computer consulting services, to shareware software
development and support, to commercial software
development.
Over time, the company name has changed as well.
When the company started in 1986, Jim Harrer did business
under the name “Mustang Computer Management.” In 1988,
Jim incorporated the company as “Mustang Software, Inc.”
and did business under that name until October 1999.
During those 13 years, Mustang’s products, services and
marketing focus have changed. What started as a consulting
business with a sideline in shareware has grown into an
Internet company with prestigious
clients who are well represented
on the Fortune 1000 list, as well
as emerging “dot-com”
companies.
In October 1999, Mustang’s
management team rolled out a
new company name and image to reflect the new focus of
Mustang’s software development and marketing philosophy.
The change took into account
the way customers were already
referring to the flagship product
line as “Mustang” rather than
“Internet Message Center,” and
the emphasis on Internet
technology and service as a
complement to the company’s software products.
On October 12, 1999, Mustang Software, Inc. officially
changed its name to “Mustang.com, Inc.” The name change
cemented Mustang’s position as a “leader in the eBusiness
and eService infrastructure markets,” said the press release
announcing the rebranding.
The name change also introduced a new logo, web site and
package design. The “horsehead” logo, in use in a
progression of versions since 1991, has been replaced by a
more modern, clean looking text logo signifying
interconnection and communication.

Today...

a Special Thanks to

JIM HARRER
from the Mustang Team

Practically everyone who has been a part of Mustang
recognizes the unique vision that continues to drive the company.
Without that vision,
none of these successes would have been possible.
Many people, including those not mentioned in this volume,
have played a role in this history-making company,
and deserve our appreciation. In particular,
the editors of this book would like to convey a very special thanks
to Jim Harrer, for his leadership over the years.
Through good and bad times, Jim has provided the inspiration, motivation and direction
that kept the company focused on providing the best possible customer service,
both for its own customers, and enabling companies worldwide who want to provide
the same level of great service to their customers.
As we move into a new era through our alliance with Quintus Corporation,
we look forward to the possibilities that lie ahead,
and we look back with fond memories for the people,
the products and the company we know so well.
From all of us to the entire Mustang team,

THANKS FOR A WONDERFUL

14 YEARS!

